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hard and is constantly finding a new refuge; dispossessed in its religious
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in the Seine Federation, have shown much anti-militarist energy, 
opposing openly the further mobilisation of troops. They complain
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France.
Sebastien Faure has been sentenced once more to imprisonment;

uncompromising attitude of the Anarchists can we see a ray of hope. 
Unfortunately, they are in a pitiful minority, and even now much 
divided in opinion, and their press has a hard struggle to survive.

Le Reveil Ouvriere, which contains some excellent articles on the 
principles of Anarchism, publishes a manifesto by the General Con
federation of labour (C.G.T.), addressed to National Federations, 
Departmental Unions, and Syndicates. It appeals for united action 
as against the measures for the suppression of anti military propaganda 
which the Government is now proposing.

DEATH OF ROBERT PEDDIE.
We have been having large and attentive audiences at our meetings, this 

hint six months, at the Grove, Hammersmith; and there has been a slow but sure 
sale of literature.

•ii <-'0,nratlft8 *» London, especially in Hammersmith, Battersea, and East Ham, 
will hear with deep regret of the death of our old and trusted comrade Robert 
Peddie, who passed away on Friday, July 1, following an operation on the 

*hcl,,lle,l amongst his personal friends Sain Mainwaring,
U llliarn Morris, MadarneSorgu**, Louise Michel, Mnlateata,and Peter Kropotkin. 
He had beenJdl for three months previously, anil had already undergone one 

For over thirty 
He was open and 

„ lionesty 
His homely humour was unique, and always secured 

o ---------- knees. No propagandist was moredevoted or made greater sacrifices.

during the Inst three months, 
delicate wife and children.

United States.
Here there is always brutality in abundance, but there is also a 

strongly assertive spirit of revolt.
Samuel Gompers, married again recently, has been re-elected 

President of the American Federation of Labour. His job is secure 
while the machine is kept in running order. The machine always 
operates thus, as witness the history of Trade Unionism in this 
country and of Socialism everywhere. However, in the United States 
there has been violent anti-machine revolt, the I.W.W. being the 
leading rebels. The persecution to which they have been subjected, 
especially during and since the War, has crippled them, but the fire is 
still there. We are very positive that the key to restored energy is to 
be found in their making up their mind as to whether they are out- 
and-out Anarchists or compromising Trade-Union Socialists. On the 
Pacific Coast, before the War, they had acquired the habit of vigor
ously proclaiming their Anarchism, but their official leadersand editors 
pulled steadily in the opposite direction. It is the special function of 
such gentlemen to make the machine everything, thereby killing the 
rebellious individuality that gives their movement life.

Apart from strikes against continued reductions in wages, and 
the bitterness engendered by high prices, exorbitant rents, and a huge 
army of unemployed, estimated at some three million, the marked 
feature of the American movement is the outspokenness of the inde
pendent press. Such papers as the Nation, the New Republic, and the 
Freeman, dubbed as bourgeois by Self-styled class-eonscious Socialists, 
abound in articles denunciatory of the Government, landlordism, and 
the plutocracy. Small publications and pamphlets that find their way 
to our table talk even more plainly, and at much personal risk, for the 
hand of the Government is heavy. It has made the continued publi
cation of Free Society impossible, just as it put an end to the exteusive 
work of the Mother Earth Publishing Association. Recently, the 
Post Office authorities declared unmailable Kropotkin’s “Conquest of 
Bread, which Zola regarded as “a veritable poem and one hears of 
similar absurdities. Luckily we know that the indignant energies 
which found their vent in such publications cannot be suppressed, and 
already we find them working through other channels.

Meanwhile it is to be noted that the thought and practice of all 
Governments is everywhere alike. According to our latest news, a 
number of our comrades sentenced to deportation to Russia are still 
prisoners at Ellis Island, what calls itself so falsely the Soviet Govern
ment having refused them permission to re-enter their native land !

bit’erly that their National Federation and its organs, llumanili and 
L' Internationale, show little or no sympathy.

In France, as in other countries, the cry of the profiteer is for 
more and more protection. 'The farmers of the Oise district are pulling 
wires to get the tariff on foreign corn trebled, and that on sugar 
greatly increased. Cermvnal has issued a powerful appeal to the 
workers which urges them to resist at every point this new extortion, 
and it points out that, while Louchcur and other financial magnates 

taxation and beating wages down, the disorganised 
For the leaders of the General 

____ in 
glove with the politicians and busying themselves with petty oppor
tunist measures, it has only words of contempt.

7 he situation in France appears to us desperate, and only in the

this time for eight months. The only charge that it is possible to
bring against this unwearying fighter is that his eloquence, backed by
scholarship and assiduous study, indicts the existing disorder as it
needs to be indicted. His ability marks him out for slaughter. Our prisoners at Ellis Island, what calls itself so falsely the Soviet Govern-
comrades of Le Libertaire express keen regret that they did not make ment having refused them permission to re-enter their native land !
his arrest an international affair, and explain that, the charges being The comrades detained at Danzig for the same reason, as mentioned in
of the flimsiest, they regarded his acquittal as assured. We think the May issue of Freedom, have been taken back to New York, 
they need not blame themselves. In such cases publicity, especially

. when Anarchists have worked it up, usually makes it harder for the
accused. Moreover, the world today is so full of honors, and the
Labour movement so shaken by a series of revolutionary crises for
which it has shown itself no match, that the persecution of any
one individual, however eminent, rarely provokes a murmur. Faure’s 
trial was held behind closed doors. 

'There appears to be some activity in Syndicalist circles, and
Anarchists working in that field are being urged to appeal for indi
vidual initiative and to combat the leader-dictatorship tendencies
which have developed. Jt will not be an easy job, for the average
Trade Unionist, distrustful of himself, still loves a leader. The
Anarchists of the Lyons district held a Congress, June 26, at which
they discusser! the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, the possibilities of
united action being taken by different revolutionary and economic
groups, and the best methods of spreading Anarchist thought.

J’he Committee of Action of the Young Syndicalists and Anarchists,

they discusser! the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, the possibilities of• •••---* ---- ’ r . j*—- -v piupaguuuiBb in an parts or i^unaon. no was oi
lc courageous in his style of speaking, an<l liin outspokenness and sterling I

must be put down, exterminated if possible. AU have therefore to gain 
by a proper discussion of these subjects on the basis of fairminded 
and friendly mutual understanding.

I venture to think that since friendly co-operation, or at least 
autonomous co existence, with Socialists of other opinions would be the 
purpose, every grasping party would soon be found out and its aims 
frustrated; all would be driven by their own interest to show at their 
best and to do the best. Questions which cannot be settled can always 
be set aside, neutralised by common consent. It would be excellent if 
these neutral spheres had a large extension, for here would be some 
common ground where all should meet; and if rivalry and struggle 
must follow hfter all, some important domains would be saved from 
ruin. What is generally accepted to-day as to hospitals, monuments, 
art collections, etc., should be extended to predominance in capitals and 
large towns and other vantage positions which were created by Nature 
or aie the woik of past generations, and should never be controlled by 
single sections of public opinion. In this spirit the outlines and 
principal features of future co existence of Socialist and Anarchist 
parties and groups might at least be discussed and the minds of people 
prepared for mutual goodwill.

Between Anarchists in Communist prisons as in Russia, Socialists 
done to death by Fascisti in Italy, Syndicalists murdered in Spain, all 
three shades < f authoiitarian Socialists killing each other in Germany, 
and so on, my idea or suggestion sadly lacks “ blood and guts," and I 
am well awaie that this drawback does not recommend it. This cannot 
be helped, but plenty of blood may still flow, stakes may possibly bo 
lighted, before it may be taken into consideration. Authority dies 
hard and is constantly finding a new refuge; dispossessed in its religious 
disguise, nearly found out under the capitalist mask, it found fresh 
shelter under the wings of Socialism of the dictatorial type, which is 
such a wonderful godsend to the bureaucracy, to all those who as a 
body form the State and are at the service of all who pay them.

This stage of human folly will also be overcome and the sphere of 
Authority reduced once more. Anarchists should make an open and 
bold stand now; their case was never better, Authority was never more 
discrediting itself. I am really glad that the Russian comrades have 
spoken up at last. Let all the world hear as much as possible about 
Anarchism; after all which happens we are sure to be al ways better 
undeistood by the disenchanted victims of this accursed system of 
society. M. N

May 29, 1921.
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Confederation of Labour and for the reformist Syndicalists, hand i

operation. H« was a unique personality who knew no fear, 
years lie was an active propagandist in all parts of London

always carried conviction. ,
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Russian Bolsheviks and Anarchists.

principal ruling bodies in Russia, which appeared in Freedom (June

they go to Moscow and claim to represent many thousands of

INTERNATIONAL ANARCHIST CONGRESS.

An International Anarchist Congress will bo held this Autumn, in

delegates and also subjects for the agenda. Comrades

But, of course, he
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tipulate that the reply shall be in their own handwriting . .. 1 x-

same fate, wo must rely on Mr. Sara’s good oflices

irt

We challenge his 
,—Yours sincerely,

Thomas H. Kekll, 
Editor, Freedom.

The date has nut been definitely fixed, but it will 
October.

London shortly to discuss the advisability
* in

the subject, and send us their 
Please address letters
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Berlin or Hamburg, 
probably be the last week in

A meeting will be held in 
“g 1 

the provinces are i

r

No Jobs in Sight.
If the enormous decline in the foreign trade of this country 

be taken as a guide, the unemployed stand a poor chance of 
getting jobs for many a long day. According to figures just 
published, the value of the exports for last inenth was only 
£43,172,000, as compared with £137,451,000 in July last year. 
But the collapse is shown much more strikingly when we see
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Powers will not Disarm.
President Harding’s invitation to a conference to discuss dis

armament and the problems of the Pacific has been accepted, 
and in a short time the representatives of the great Powers will 
meet to discuss how they are to plunder China, for, in spite of 
all the high-sounding phrases about humanity and civilisation, 
that will be the real subject of the conference. During the war, 
when the other fellows were busy throttling the Central Powers,
Japanese capitalists began to dig themselves in in China, and 
soon got hold of some of the best industrial and strategic 
positions. The ShantuDg peninsula was occupied first of all, 
and then various excuses were found for the introduction of 
troops into other parts of the country. The Russian Revolution 
gave them the opportunity to occupy Vladivostock, thereby 
strengthening their military position. Now the war is over, 
Americau capitalists are demanding a share in the exploitation

No wonder the harbours are full of China, and they suspect that Britain has been encouraging
the Japanese. Hence the Conference. Each of the three Powers 
is parading its naval strength, to show what it can do in the 
way of destruction if its interests are endangered. The confer
ence may patch up a sort of armed peace, but nobody imagines

There is no morality or 
” Evidently this honourable dealing amongst these politicians and diplomats, and 

hen the £10,000,000 any treaty they may make will become a scrap of paper when t 
' ' ’ they feel strong enough to denounce it. The people, of course,

have no share in these secret conferences. A few men, aided by 
a swarm of experts, will sit round a table and come to decisions 
affecting the lives of countless millions, who in a few months 
may be maiming and killing each other because their masters 
have quarrelled. But these poor fools are terribly shocked if 
you suggest a Social Revolution.

The Moscow Congresses.
We wish we could feel some enthusiasm over the recent

Congresses at Moscow of the Communist International and the
Red Trade Union International, but to us these gatherings seem
somewhat of a farce. Some of the delegates nominate them
selves or are nominated by a mere handful of office-holders, and issue).
they go to Moscow and claim to represent many thousands of -----
conscious revolutionists, when as a matter of fact they represent confidence in its authenticity.
a few hundreds at the outside. Last year, for instance, an
English delegate at Moscow was reported as representing many
thousands of workers in this country, and at a Syndicalist Con
gress later on at Berlin the same figures were trotted out. 'i et
at that particular moment this great organisation had not got a
penny in its coffers and had the gas cut off at its office because
it could not pay its gas bill. But there was plenty of money
when the delegate returned from Moscow ! We do not know 
whether there are many similar phantom organisations repre
sented at the Congress, but as long as Moscow finds the funds
the supply of delegates will never run dry. This game of bluff
does not deceive the capitalists, who know the facts; it only 
deceives the workers. Besides, whilst the delegates were ex
tolling the revolutionary virtues of the Government of Russia 
that Government was rapidly transforming its attitude towards
the capitalists. Trade agreements were being signed with repre
sentatives of Capitalism from all parts of the world, and these ___
will change the economic organisation of Russia so profoundly of gendi
that even a member of the British Communist Parly will bo the provinces nre requested to discuss 
unable to distinguish it from Capitalism. But, of course, he viewn, which will be placed before the meeting, 
will not admit it. Freedom Office.

We have sent the following letter to the Editor of the Workers 
As you cannot manage to provide Dreadnought, but it has not been published:—

Dkar Miss Pankhurst,—In your issue of August 6, under the 
heading of “The Grief and Glory ot Russia," Henry Sara writes

“Several capitalist newspapers have from time to time given 
much sympathy—and space—to the tales of Bolshevik tyranny 

• towards the ;\narchist movement in Moscow. A forged statement 
is in circulation, bearing signatures of prominent Anarchists like 
Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman, and Shapiro.

I presume that Mr. Sara is referring to the letter to Lenin and the 
principal ruling bodies in Russia, which appeared in Freedom (June 

This letter reached us by means of the underground route 
which our comrades in Russia are compelled to use, and we have every 

, Mr. Sara does not give a scrap of 
evidence in favour of his statement that it is a forgery. But there is 
one means of testing it which is open to him, as he is a persoiw grata 
at Moscow, l^t him send a copy of Freedom, in which the letter 
appears, to A. Shapiro or Emma Goldman, and ask them whether the 
letter is genuine. We promise to print their reply in Freedom, hut 
stipulate that the reply shall he in their own handwriting. As our 
letters to Moscow get lost on the way, and Freedom meets with the 

statement and ask hiin to supply the proof of it.

But the collapse is shown much more strikingly when
the export figures in tons for the month of June:—

June, 1913 .................. 7,663,300 tons.
June, 1920 ... ... 3,280,000 tons.
June, 1921 ... ... 430,000 tons.

The coal strike accounted for most of this collapse, but apart
from coal there was a falling-off in other goods of 584,000 tons
as compared with June, 1920.
of idle ships, and enormous queues of unemployed line the
streets. The miners have now brought the coal output up to
the normal quantity, but still trade does not revive. We read
that in Scotland there are “ miles of unwanted coal-laden wagons,”
which manufacturers will not take as they say prices are “three that disarmament will be carried out. 
times above what trade competition will stand.” Evidently this
means more drastic cuts in miners’ wages wi
grant is exhausted. With the Government dole soon coming to
an end, the unemployed look like being faced with starvation.
The British workman is a well-trained animal. Like the terriers
who have been trained to carry a piece of meat on their nose
without eating it, so the starving workman can be trusted to
pass shops and restaurants crammed with food for his masters
without thinking of helping himself. Even if his wife and
children are also starving, he still keeps a firm hand on himself.
It is really a wonderful phenomenon. But the best-trained
animals sometimes run amuck. Balfour once said “ there are
limits to human endurance,” and we should not be at all sur
prised if the workers get quite angry soon and say to their
masters, politely but firmly: “.
us with a decent living, please stand aside and let us try to do
it for ourselves.” And we are sure they could.
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POSSESSION—NOT PROPERTY. INTERNATIONAL NOTES.

T have accomplished my task ; property is conquered, never again
'k [ 
ited

III. The effect of labour being the same for all, property is lost in h“8 »PP«a«Dce of being mentally paralysed. 
___________J it: “ lhe fatalism that bourgeois education, aide

the liberty of the professed Anarchists

T .J . . ?’ • t, governing class has struck, and they have wrecked Anarchist, Socialist,
and Trade Union headquarter, with an rmpartial band. The Govern-

IIUIVIIVIUII ID VU4WV K/l *-**z*»»> • • —---- --V
the first two of whom were respectively secretary and treasurer of the

P. J. Proudhon.

DEATH OF JOHN TAMLYN.
fll

We are glad to see that Solidaridad, Spanish organ of the I.WAV ,

By Alexander Berkman.
Such publications are brought out nt great personal risk

128. Gd.; postago Gd. Il POHBCBHIOII IS no ODHUICIC U> t'XVVlionu ....................\ <
If I have not spoken of the drawbacks arising from small estates,

past they have exhibited, in the face of a modern Inquisition, heroism
7b. Gd.;By Emma Goldman.

Orders, with cash, to Freedom Press, 127 Ossulston Street, N. the abolition of property.
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property; above all, that they 
the soil is a first step towards
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the death of John Tarnlyn, who passed 
He contributed letters and

the common prosperity.
IV. All human lai

HAMESS HARM Nt D
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tion, thus showing effectively that it is able to make it; and in this 
case dictatorship would only step on the neck of the revolution, divert, 
strangle, and kill it.

In a political revolution proposing only to overthrow the Govern
ment and leaving intact the existing social organisation, a dictatorship 
may seize power, place its men in the posts of the deposed functionaries, 
and organise a new legiine from above.

But in asocial i evolution where all the foundations of social life 
are overthrown, where production must be quickly re established for 
the benefit of those who work, where distribution must be immediately 
regulated according to justice, a dictatorship could do nothing. Either 
the people will provide for themselves in the various communities and 
industries or the revolution will be a failure.

The Two Roads.
Extracts from articles by E. Malatesta in Unianitd Nova (Milan), 

August 5, 11, 15, 1920; reprinted as a pamphlet (“ Le Due 
Vie," Milan, 1920).

ment, whose dirty work they did while the country was much disturbed, 
is now calling a halt to their activities; and II Risveglio properly 
remarks that this is precisely the method of suppressing them which 
should not be welcomed. What is needed is that the woi kers them
selves suppress them, for the Government will merely employ policemen 
and soldiers in their stead, leaving the workers helpless and terrorised 
as ever.

, In short, the indomitable spirit 
• Spanish comrades is beyond all praise; but for jeais

[hat should bo an inspiration to Labour throughout the world._______

Push the sale of

special number which will be 
on in Spain, 

welcomo the appearance, at Saragossa, of El Libortario, a 
new Anarchist paper, straight as a
propaganda. I 
and under extraordinary difficulties, 
displayed by our

i 5

........... So we will leave this wrong term of proletarian dictatorship, 
which leads to no many misunderstandings, and speak of dictatorship as 
it really is—that is, of the absolute domination of one or several 
individuals who, by the support of a party or of an army, become the 
masters of the social body and impose their will “ with violence and 
with terror ” [phrase used in the Socialist paper Avanli].

What their will may be depends upon the quality of those who in 
any particular case get hold ol the power. In our case it is supposed

I

...........That fear of reaction, used to justify the dictatorial system, 
springs from the fact that it pretends to make the revolution whilst a 
privileged class, able to take hold again of power, is still permitted 
to exist.

If, on the contrary, the beginning is made by complete expropria
tion, then a bourgeois class will no longer exist, and all the living forces 
of the proletariat, all existing capacities, will be employed on social 
reconstruction.

After all, in a country like Italy (to apply these remarks to the 
country in which we work), where the masses are penetrated by liber
tarian and rebel instincts, where Anarchists represent a considerable 
force by the influence which they can exercise quite apart from their 
organisations, an attempt at dictatoiship could not be made without 
provoking civil war between workers and workers, and could npt 
succeed unless it were by means of the most ferocious tyranny.

In that case, good-bye to Communism !
There is only one possible way of salvation : Liberty.

Prison Memoirs of an Anarchist.
New edition. 12s. Gd.; postage 8d.

Selected Works of Voltairine de Cleyre.

The Morning Post and other aristocratic papers are now publishing 
endless articles about the conspiracy to destroy tlie British Empire. We 
retort with a quotation from an acknowledged English classic. In his 
“Six Centuries of Work and Wages," chap, xiv., Thorold Rogers wrote: 

I contend that from 15G3 to 1824 a conspiracy, concocted by the law 
and carried out by parties interested in its success, was entered into to 
cheat the English workman of his wages, to tie him to the soil, to 
deprive him of hope, and to degrade him into irremediable poverty." 
And in our opinion this conspiracy still exists.

Italy.
The Fascist! are said to have killed some four thousand people— 

men, women, and children—almost exclusively from the working and 
revolutionary class. Il Riswglio reprints a telegram giving the details

...........The blindness of the ruling class and the natural evolution 
of the capitalist system, accelerated by the war, led to this, that any 
reform whatever which would be acceptable to the owners of property 
is powerless to solve the crisis under which the country labours.

Hence the revolution is imposing itself, the revolution iscomiDg. 
But how must this revolution be effected, and what development 

must it take ?
It is, of course, necessary to begin by that insurrectional action 

which will sweep away the material obstacle, the armed forces of the 
Government, which opposes every social change.

For this insurrection, sioce here [in Italy] we live in a monarchy, 
the union of all the anti-monarchist forces is desirable. It is necessary 
to be prepared, morally and materially, in the best possible way, and it 
is before all necessary to profit by7 all spontaneous popular movements 
and to endeavour to make them general and to transform them into 
decisive movements, in order that, whilst the parties are preparing 
themselves, the popular forces shall not be exhausted by isolated 
outbreaks.

But after the victory of the insurrection, after the fall of the 
Government, what must be done then ?

We, the Anarchists, wish that in each locality the workers, or, 
more properly, that part of the workers which has the clearest insight 
of their position and the readiest spirit of initiative, should take 
possession of all the instruments of labour, nil wealth, land, raw 
materials, houses, machinery, foodstuffs, etc., and should sketch out as 
far as possible the new form of social life. We wish that the agricul
tural labourers who now toil for their masters should no 
recognise the rights of any landlords, and should continue and intensify 
their work on their own account, entering into direct relations with 
the industrial and transport workers for the exchange of products; 
that the industrial workers, leading engineers and the technical staff 

• included, should take possession of the factories, and should continue 
their own account and that of the com-
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is nearly as bad, and ruthless repression of all Syndicalist activities

Only a few copies left.

Anarchism and other Essays,
postage Gd.

Spain.
While the Government is wading through the mire of its infamous 

Morocco campaign, affairs at home grow worse and worse. A veritable 
White Terror " rages, Barcelona being, as usual, the centre of the 

In Andalusia, Valencia, and Saragossa, however, the position 
i is 

everywhere the order of the day. Thousands have beeu imprisoned and 
deported, and the assassination of those prominent in the Labour move
ment has become an everyday affair. The latest case brought to our 
attention is that of Evelio Boat, Antonio Felice, and Jose Dominguez 
the first two of whom were respectively secretary and treasurer of the 
General Confederation of Labour. They had been held in gaol in 
Barcelona since March 1, but were released July 17. On issuing from 
the gaol they were beaten brutally by the authorities, and almost 
immediately afterwards shot dead in the street.

We regret to announce the death or Jonn lamiyn, published in Chicago, is bringing out a i
away at Plymouth on August G, aged 63. He contributed letters and (jevoteii exclusively to an exposure of what is now going
articles to Freedom on several occasions, beeidee being a popular speaker Meanwhile we n.|mi..uhle
at Plymouth. He was very active almost to the last._new Anarch.st paper, strmght as a d.e and packed wrtb admnable

• Individual poaaesiion ia no obitaole to extenaivo cultivation tinlty of
exploitation. If I have not spoken of the drawbacks oriling from ama 11I egtales.
it r, bec.u.e I thought it u.sloM to repeat what .o “*£

vantages of spade husbandry,

Switzerland.
A recent number of II Risveglio gives the amount of taxation 

on wages, calculated at 5,000 francs a year, imposed in thirty six towns. 
It varies to an extraordinary extent, ranging from 30 francs at 
Glarona to 423 at Arbon, and the editor remarks that, despite these 
enormous differences, the working man seems to be just as badly off at 
the former place as at the latter. He adds: “It is not wheie the 
Socialists are in the majority that the wages-tax is at its lowest, but 
quite the reverse; nevertheless the Socialists still chant their song 

on Capital, and how they 
will exempt Labour. They have become so scientific that they have 
forgotten the elementary principle that Labour always pays the bill, 
since it alone produces value." Switzerland is in the midst of a 
veritable orgy of taxation, and times are very bad. Meanwhile Labour

As Le Reveil puts 
__. “ The fatalism that bourgeois education, aided by false Marxist 
science, has developed among the masses is incredible. They say * It is 
the crisis ’ as resignedly as one remarks ‘ It is raining.’ ”

Both these papers, issued together and under one editorship, 
furnish their readers with admirable extracts and original articles which 
set out with great lucidity the bases of Anarchism and the tactics it 
necessarily must employ. It is astonishing how complete has been the 
accord on all questions of principle among those recognised as having 
been Anarchism’s ablest exponents, and it is also astonishing how many 

seem to have forgotten, under the stress of recent 
events, those principles. An article by Malatesta, written more^tbwi

tariat (in reality an old illusion dating back, at least, to the French

regeneration 1
And you, sad victims of an odious law I—you, whom a jesting 

world despoils and outrages I—you, whose labour has always been 
fruitless, and whose rest has been without hope,—take courage I your 
tears arc numbered 1 The fathers have sown in affliction, the children 
shall reap in rejoicings !

to rise. Wherever this work [“What is Property I’’] is read and 
discussed, there will be deposited the germ of death to property; there, 
sooner or later, privilege and servitude will disappear, and the despotism
of will will give place to the reign of reason. What sophisms, indeed,
what prejudices (however obstinate) can stand before the simplicity of
the following propositions :—

I. Individual possession* is the condition of social life; five
thousand years of property demonstrate it. Properly is the suicide of
society. Possession is a right; property is against right. Suppress
property while maintaining possession, and, by this simple modification about the heavy taxes they intend to impose 
of the principle, you will revolutionise law, government, economy, and
institutions; you will drive evil from the face of the earth.

II. All having an equal right of occupancy, possession varies with
the number of possessors ; property cannot establish itself.

man (under whatever name it be disguised) is oppression. Sociecy 
finds its highest perfection in the union of ordor with Anarchy.

The old civilisation has run its race; a new sun is rising, and will 
soon renew the face of the earth.
let the old prevaricators die in the desert! the holy earth shall not 
cover their bones. Young man, exasperated by the corruption of the 
age, and absorbed in your zeal for justice!—if your country is dear to 
you, and if you have the interests of humanity at heart, have the 
courage to espouse the cause of liberty. Cast off' your old selfishness, 
and plunge into the rising Hood of popular equality ! There your 
regenerate soul will acquire new life and vigour; your enervated genius 
will recover unconquerable energy; and your heart, perhaps already 
withered, will be rejuvenated ! Everything will wear a different look 
to your illuminated vision; new sentiments will engender new ideas 
within you ; religion, morality, poetry, art, language will appear before 
vou in nobler and fairer forms ; and thenceforth, sure of your faith,

each product costs, and liberty being inviolable, the wages of laoourers 
(like their rights and duties) should be equal.

VII. Products are bought only by products. Now, the condition
of all exchange being equivalence of products, profit is impossible and
unjust. Observe this elementary principle of economy, and pauperism,
luxury, oppression, vice, crime, and hunger will disappear from our 
midst.

VIII. Men are associated by the physical and mathematical law
of production before they are voluntarily associated by choice. There
fore, equality of conditions is demanded by justice; that is, by strict
social law : esteem, friendship, gratitude, admiration, all fall within 
the domain of equitable or proportional law only.

IX. Free association, liberty—whose sole function is to maintain
equality in the means of production and equivalence in exchanges—is

I
X. Politics is the science of liberty. The government of man by of a conference held at Stefani, July 25, between Fascisti and Socialists,

~ ‘ at which a peace programme was elaborated. We learn that a treaty
of peace has now been signed. This seems to us most pitiful, for in all 
these outrages the Fascisti have been simply the dagger with which the

<•
the only possible, the only just, the only true form of society.

to be the will of the Communists, hence a will inspired with the desire 
of the common good.

This is rather doubtful already, because as a rule those who aie 
best qualified to seize the reins of power are not the most sincere and 
the most devoted friends of the public cause, and when submission to a 
new Government is preached to the masses, this means but paving the 
way for intriguers and ambitious persons.

But let us suppose that the new rulers, the dictators who will put 
into practice the aims of the revolution, are true Communists, full of 
zeal, convinced that upon their work and their energy the happiness of 
mankind depends. They may be men of the lorquemada and Robes
pierre type, who, for a good purpose, in the name of private or public 
salvation, would strangle every discordant voice, destroy every breath 
of free and spontaneous life—and yet, powerless to solve the practical 
problems which they withdraw from competent handling by the inter
ested parties themselves, they must willingly or unwillingly give way 
to those who will iestore the past.

The principal justifications of dictatorship are the alleged incapacity 
of the masses ami the necessity of defending the ievolution against 
reactionary attempts.

If the masses were really a dumb flock unable to live without the 
staff’of the shepheid, if a sufficiently numerous and conscious minority 
able to carry away the masses by persuasion and example did not already 
exist, then we would be able to understand the standpoint of the 
reformers who aie afraid of a popular upheaval and fancy that they
can, bit by bit, by small reforms, small improvements, undermine the 
bourgeois State and prepare the road to Socialism ; we would be able to 
understand the educationists who, underrating the influence of sur
roundings, hope t<> change society by previously changing all individuals; 
but we really cannot understand the partisans of dictatorship who want 
to educate and raise the masses “ by violence and tenor," and so must 
use gendarmes ami censors as prime factors of education.

In reality, nobody could be in the position to establish a revolu- 
longer tionary dictatorship it the people had not previously made the revolu- 

account, entering into direct relations with

that the industrial workers, leading engineers and the technical staff

and intensify7 their work on
munity, transforming rapidly all those factories which produce useless 
or harmful things into establishments for the production of articles 
which the people most urgently need ; that the railway workers should 
continue to run the railways, but for the use of the community; that 
communities of voluntary workers, locally elected, should, under the 
direct control of the masses, take possession of all available habitations, 
to shelter as best the hour will permit all the most indigent; »hat 
other committees, always under the direct control of the masses, should 
provide for the food supply’ and the distribution of articles of daily use; 
that all real bourgeois be placed under the necessity of merging with 
the mass of the former proletarians and of working like them in order 
to enjoy the same benefit as they. And all this must be effected 
quickly, on the same day as the victorious insurrection or the day 
after, without waiting for orders from central committees or any other 
authority whatever.

'This is what the Anarchists waut and this also would naturally 
happen if the revolution is really to be a Social Revolution and not 
limited to a simple political change which, after some convulsions, 
would lead everything back to the starting-poiDt.

For either the bourgeois class is rapidly stripped of its economic 
power or it will soon take back also the political power of which the 
insurrection deprived it. And to strip the bourgeois class of its 
economic power it is neces-ary to organise immediately a new economic 
order founded upon justice and equality. The economic services, at 
least the most important ones, admit of no interruption and must be 
satisfied quickly. “ Central committees ” either do nothing or begin to 
act when their work is no longer needed.

In opposition to Anarchists, many revolutionists have no confidence 
in the constructive power of the masses; they believe themselves to be 
in possession of infallible recipes for universal happiness; they fear a 
possible reaction ; they fear perhaps more the competition of other 
parties and other schools of social reformers, and they want, therefore, 
to possess themselves of all power and to replace the “democratic" 
government of to-day by a dictatorial government.

, Dictatorship they mean; but who would be the dictators? Of 
uree, so they think, the chiefs of their party. They still use the 

words “ Dictatorship of the Proletariat," cither from habit or from a 
conscious desire to evade plain explanations; but this is to-day an 
exploded farce.

Revolution) as effectively as if it had been written to-day.
The Anarchists of Eastern Switzerland held a convention recently, 

in which there appears to have been exhibited a fixed determination to 
extend and intensify propaganda work, especially along the line of 
vigorous opposition to whatever smacks of reliance on the State. All 
indorsement of Dictatorship was denounced unsparingly. It is explained 
that the present high cost of travel, coupled with a terrible amount of 
unemployment, has made it impossible to hold a Congress embracing 
the whole of Switzerland.
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POSSESSION—NOT PROPERTY. INTERNATIONAL NOTES.

T have accomplished my task ; property is conquered, never again
'k [ 
ited

III. The effect of labour being the same for all, property is lost in h“8 »PP«a«Dce of being mentally paralysed. 
___________J it: “ lhe fatalism that bourgeois education, aide

the liberty of the professed Anarchists

T .J . . ?’ • t, governing class has struck, and they have wrecked Anarchist, Socialist,
and Trade Union headquarter, with an rmpartial band. The Govern-
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the first two of whom were respectively secretary and treasurer of the

P. J. Proudhon.

DEATH OF JOHN TAMLYN.
fll

We are glad to see that Solidaridad, Spanish organ of the I.WAV ,

By Alexander Berkman.
Such publications are brought out nt great personal risk

128. Gd.; postago Gd. Il POHBCBHIOII IS no ODHUICIC U> t'XVVlionu ....................\ <
If I have not spoken of the drawbacks arising from small estates,

past they have exhibited, in the face of a modern Inquisition, heroism
7b. Gd.;By Emma Goldman.

Orders, with cash, to Freedom Press, 127 Ossulston Street, N. the abolition of property.
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property; above all, that they 
the soil is a first step towards
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the death of John Tarnlyn, who passed 
He contributed letters and

the common prosperity.
IV. All human lai

HAMESS HARM Nt D
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tion, thus showing effectively that it is able to make it; and in this 
case dictatorship would only step on the neck of the revolution, divert, 
strangle, and kill it.

In a political revolution proposing only to overthrow the Govern
ment and leaving intact the existing social organisation, a dictatorship 
may seize power, place its men in the posts of the deposed functionaries, 
and organise a new legiine from above.

But in asocial i evolution where all the foundations of social life 
are overthrown, where production must be quickly re established for 
the benefit of those who work, where distribution must be immediately 
regulated according to justice, a dictatorship could do nothing. Either 
the people will provide for themselves in the various communities and 
industries or the revolution will be a failure.

The Two Roads.
Extracts from articles by E. Malatesta in Unianitd Nova (Milan), 

August 5, 11, 15, 1920; reprinted as a pamphlet (“ Le Due 
Vie," Milan, 1920).

ment, whose dirty work they did while the country was much disturbed, 
is now calling a halt to their activities; and II Risveglio properly 
remarks that this is precisely the method of suppressing them which 
should not be welcomed. What is needed is that the woi kers them
selves suppress them, for the Government will merely employ policemen 
and soldiers in their stead, leaving the workers helpless and terrorised 
as ever.

, In short, the indomitable spirit 
• Spanish comrades is beyond all praise; but for jeais

[hat should bo an inspiration to Labour throughout the world._______

Push the sale of

special number which will be 
on in Spain, 

welcomo the appearance, at Saragossa, of El Libortario, a 
new Anarchist paper, straight as a
propaganda. I 
and under extraordinary difficulties, 
displayed by our

i 5

........... So we will leave this wrong term of proletarian dictatorship, 
which leads to no many misunderstandings, and speak of dictatorship as 
it really is—that is, of the absolute domination of one or several 
individuals who, by the support of a party or of an army, become the 
masters of the social body and impose their will “ with violence and 
with terror ” [phrase used in the Socialist paper Avanli].

What their will may be depends upon the quality of those who in 
any particular case get hold ol the power. In our case it is supposed

I

...........That fear of reaction, used to justify the dictatorial system, 
springs from the fact that it pretends to make the revolution whilst a 
privileged class, able to take hold again of power, is still permitted 
to exist.

If, on the contrary, the beginning is made by complete expropria
tion, then a bourgeois class will no longer exist, and all the living forces 
of the proletariat, all existing capacities, will be employed on social 
reconstruction.

After all, in a country like Italy (to apply these remarks to the 
country in which we work), where the masses are penetrated by liber
tarian and rebel instincts, where Anarchists represent a considerable 
force by the influence which they can exercise quite apart from their 
organisations, an attempt at dictatoiship could not be made without 
provoking civil war between workers and workers, and could npt 
succeed unless it were by means of the most ferocious tyranny.

In that case, good-bye to Communism !
There is only one possible way of salvation : Liberty.

Prison Memoirs of an Anarchist.
New edition. 12s. Gd.; postage 8d.

Selected Works of Voltairine de Cleyre.

The Morning Post and other aristocratic papers are now publishing 
endless articles about the conspiracy to destroy tlie British Empire. We 
retort with a quotation from an acknowledged English classic. In his 
“Six Centuries of Work and Wages," chap, xiv., Thorold Rogers wrote: 

I contend that from 15G3 to 1824 a conspiracy, concocted by the law 
and carried out by parties interested in its success, was entered into to 
cheat the English workman of his wages, to tie him to the soil, to 
deprive him of hope, and to degrade him into irremediable poverty." 
And in our opinion this conspiracy still exists.

Italy.
The Fascist! are said to have killed some four thousand people— 

men, women, and children—almost exclusively from the working and 
revolutionary class. Il Riswglio reprints a telegram giving the details

...........The blindness of the ruling class and the natural evolution 
of the capitalist system, accelerated by the war, led to this, that any 
reform whatever which would be acceptable to the owners of property 
is powerless to solve the crisis under which the country labours.

Hence the revolution is imposing itself, the revolution iscomiDg. 
But how must this revolution be effected, and what development 

must it take ?
It is, of course, necessary to begin by that insurrectional action 

which will sweep away the material obstacle, the armed forces of the 
Government, which opposes every social change.

For this insurrection, sioce here [in Italy] we live in a monarchy, 
the union of all the anti-monarchist forces is desirable. It is necessary 
to be prepared, morally and materially, in the best possible way, and it 
is before all necessary to profit by7 all spontaneous popular movements 
and to endeavour to make them general and to transform them into 
decisive movements, in order that, whilst the parties are preparing 
themselves, the popular forces shall not be exhausted by isolated 
outbreaks.

But after the victory of the insurrection, after the fall of the 
Government, what must be done then ?

We, the Anarchists, wish that in each locality the workers, or, 
more properly, that part of the workers which has the clearest insight 
of their position and the readiest spirit of initiative, should take 
possession of all the instruments of labour, nil wealth, land, raw 
materials, houses, machinery, foodstuffs, etc., and should sketch out as 
far as possible the new form of social life. We wish that the agricul
tural labourers who now toil for their masters should no 
recognise the rights of any landlords, and should continue and intensify 
their work on their own account, entering into direct relations with 
the industrial and transport workers for the exchange of products; 
that the industrial workers, leading engineers and the technical staff 

• included, should take possession of the factories, and should continue 
their own account and that of the com-
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is nearly as bad, and ruthless repression of all Syndicalist activities

Only a few copies left.

Anarchism and other Essays,
postage Gd.

Spain.
While the Government is wading through the mire of its infamous 

Morocco campaign, affairs at home grow worse and worse. A veritable 
White Terror " rages, Barcelona being, as usual, the centre of the 

In Andalusia, Valencia, and Saragossa, however, the position 
i is 

everywhere the order of the day. Thousands have beeu imprisoned and 
deported, and the assassination of those prominent in the Labour move
ment has become an everyday affair. The latest case brought to our 
attention is that of Evelio Boat, Antonio Felice, and Jose Dominguez 
the first two of whom were respectively secretary and treasurer of the 
General Confederation of Labour. They had been held in gaol in 
Barcelona since March 1, but were released July 17. On issuing from 
the gaol they were beaten brutally by the authorities, and almost 
immediately afterwards shot dead in the street.

We regret to announce the death or Jonn lamiyn, published in Chicago, is bringing out a i
away at Plymouth on August G, aged 63. He contributed letters and (jevoteii exclusively to an exposure of what is now going
articles to Freedom on several occasions, beeidee being a popular speaker Meanwhile we n.|mi..uhle
at Plymouth. He was very active almost to the last._new Anarch.st paper, strmght as a d.e and packed wrtb admnable

• Individual poaaesiion ia no obitaole to extenaivo cultivation tinlty of
exploitation. If I have not spoken of the drawbacks oriling from ama 11I egtales.
it r, bec.u.e I thought it u.sloM to repeat what .o “*£

vantages of spade husbandry,

Switzerland.
A recent number of II Risveglio gives the amount of taxation 

on wages, calculated at 5,000 francs a year, imposed in thirty six towns. 
It varies to an extraordinary extent, ranging from 30 francs at 
Glarona to 423 at Arbon, and the editor remarks that, despite these 
enormous differences, the working man seems to be just as badly off at 
the former place as at the latter. He adds: “It is not wheie the 
Socialists are in the majority that the wages-tax is at its lowest, but 
quite the reverse; nevertheless the Socialists still chant their song 

on Capital, and how they 
will exempt Labour. They have become so scientific that they have 
forgotten the elementary principle that Labour always pays the bill, 
since it alone produces value." Switzerland is in the midst of a 
veritable orgy of taxation, and times are very bad. Meanwhile Labour

As Le Reveil puts 
__. “ The fatalism that bourgeois education, aided by false Marxist 
science, has developed among the masses is incredible. They say * It is 
the crisis ’ as resignedly as one remarks ‘ It is raining.’ ”

Both these papers, issued together and under one editorship, 
furnish their readers with admirable extracts and original articles which 
set out with great lucidity the bases of Anarchism and the tactics it 
necessarily must employ. It is astonishing how complete has been the 
accord on all questions of principle among those recognised as having 
been Anarchism’s ablest exponents, and it is also astonishing how many 

seem to have forgotten, under the stress of recent 
events, those principles. An article by Malatesta, written more^tbwi

tariat (in reality an old illusion dating back, at least, to the French

regeneration 1
And you, sad victims of an odious law I—you, whom a jesting 

world despoils and outrages I—you, whose labour has always been 
fruitless, and whose rest has been without hope,—take courage I your 
tears arc numbered 1 The fathers have sown in affliction, the children 
shall reap in rejoicings !

to rise. Wherever this work [“What is Property I’’] is read and 
discussed, there will be deposited the germ of death to property; there, 
sooner or later, privilege and servitude will disappear, and the despotism
of will will give place to the reign of reason. What sophisms, indeed,
what prejudices (however obstinate) can stand before the simplicity of
the following propositions :—

I. Individual possession* is the condition of social life; five
thousand years of property demonstrate it. Properly is the suicide of
society. Possession is a right; property is against right. Suppress
property while maintaining possession, and, by this simple modification about the heavy taxes they intend to impose 
of the principle, you will revolutionise law, government, economy, and
institutions; you will drive evil from the face of the earth.

II. All having an equal right of occupancy, possession varies with
the number of possessors ; property cannot establish itself.

man (under whatever name it be disguised) is oppression. Sociecy 
finds its highest perfection in the union of ordor with Anarchy.

The old civilisation has run its race; a new sun is rising, and will 
soon renew the face of the earth.
let the old prevaricators die in the desert! the holy earth shall not 
cover their bones. Young man, exasperated by the corruption of the 
age, and absorbed in your zeal for justice!—if your country is dear to 
you, and if you have the interests of humanity at heart, have the 
courage to espouse the cause of liberty. Cast off' your old selfishness, 
and plunge into the rising Hood of popular equality ! There your 
regenerate soul will acquire new life and vigour; your enervated genius 
will recover unconquerable energy; and your heart, perhaps already 
withered, will be rejuvenated ! Everything will wear a different look 
to your illuminated vision; new sentiments will engender new ideas 
within you ; religion, morality, poetry, art, language will appear before 
vou in nobler and fairer forms ; and thenceforth, sure of your faith,

each product costs, and liberty being inviolable, the wages of laoourers 
(like their rights and duties) should be equal.

VII. Products are bought only by products. Now, the condition
of all exchange being equivalence of products, profit is impossible and
unjust. Observe this elementary principle of economy, and pauperism,
luxury, oppression, vice, crime, and hunger will disappear from our 
midst.

VIII. Men are associated by the physical and mathematical law
of production before they are voluntarily associated by choice. There
fore, equality of conditions is demanded by justice; that is, by strict
social law : esteem, friendship, gratitude, admiration, all fall within 
the domain of equitable or proportional law only.

IX. Free association, liberty—whose sole function is to maintain
equality in the means of production and equivalence in exchanges—is

I
X. Politics is the science of liberty. The government of man by of a conference held at Stefani, July 25, between Fascisti and Socialists,

~ ‘ at which a peace programme was elaborated. We learn that a treaty
of peace has now been signed. This seems to us most pitiful, for in all 
these outrages the Fascisti have been simply the dagger with which the

<•
the only possible, the only just, the only true form of society.

to be the will of the Communists, hence a will inspired with the desire 
of the common good.

This is rather doubtful already, because as a rule those who aie 
best qualified to seize the reins of power are not the most sincere and 
the most devoted friends of the public cause, and when submission to a 
new Government is preached to the masses, this means but paving the 
way for intriguers and ambitious persons.

But let us suppose that the new rulers, the dictators who will put 
into practice the aims of the revolution, are true Communists, full of 
zeal, convinced that upon their work and their energy the happiness of 
mankind depends. They may be men of the lorquemada and Robes
pierre type, who, for a good purpose, in the name of private or public 
salvation, would strangle every discordant voice, destroy every breath 
of free and spontaneous life—and yet, powerless to solve the practical 
problems which they withdraw from competent handling by the inter
ested parties themselves, they must willingly or unwillingly give way 
to those who will iestore the past.

The principal justifications of dictatorship are the alleged incapacity 
of the masses ami the necessity of defending the ievolution against 
reactionary attempts.

If the masses were really a dumb flock unable to live without the 
staff’of the shepheid, if a sufficiently numerous and conscious minority 
able to carry away the masses by persuasion and example did not already 
exist, then we would be able to understand the standpoint of the 
reformers who aie afraid of a popular upheaval and fancy that they
can, bit by bit, by small reforms, small improvements, undermine the 
bourgeois State and prepare the road to Socialism ; we would be able to 
understand the educationists who, underrating the influence of sur
roundings, hope t<> change society by previously changing all individuals; 
but we really cannot understand the partisans of dictatorship who want 
to educate and raise the masses “ by violence and tenor," and so must 
use gendarmes ami censors as prime factors of education.

In reality, nobody could be in the position to establish a revolu- 
longer tionary dictatorship it the people had not previously made the revolu- 

account, entering into direct relations with

that the industrial workers, leading engineers and the technical staff

and intensify7 their work on
munity, transforming rapidly all those factories which produce useless 
or harmful things into establishments for the production of articles 
which the people most urgently need ; that the railway workers should 
continue to run the railways, but for the use of the community; that 
communities of voluntary workers, locally elected, should, under the 
direct control of the masses, take possession of all available habitations, 
to shelter as best the hour will permit all the most indigent; »hat 
other committees, always under the direct control of the masses, should 
provide for the food supply’ and the distribution of articles of daily use; 
that all real bourgeois be placed under the necessity of merging with 
the mass of the former proletarians and of working like them in order 
to enjoy the same benefit as they. And all this must be effected 
quickly, on the same day as the victorious insurrection or the day 
after, without waiting for orders from central committees or any other 
authority whatever.

'This is what the Anarchists waut and this also would naturally 
happen if the revolution is really to be a Social Revolution and not 
limited to a simple political change which, after some convulsions, 
would lead everything back to the starting-poiDt.

For either the bourgeois class is rapidly stripped of its economic 
power or it will soon take back also the political power of which the 
insurrection deprived it. And to strip the bourgeois class of its 
economic power it is neces-ary to organise immediately a new economic 
order founded upon justice and equality. The economic services, at 
least the most important ones, admit of no interruption and must be 
satisfied quickly. “ Central committees ” either do nothing or begin to 
act when their work is no longer needed.

In opposition to Anarchists, many revolutionists have no confidence 
in the constructive power of the masses; they believe themselves to be 
in possession of infallible recipes for universal happiness; they fear a 
possible reaction ; they fear perhaps more the competition of other 
parties and other schools of social reformers, and they want, therefore, 
to possess themselves of all power and to replace the “democratic" 
government of to-day by a dictatorial government.

, Dictatorship they mean; but who would be the dictators? Of 
uree, so they think, the chiefs of their party. They still use the 

words “ Dictatorship of the Proletariat," cither from habit or from a 
conscious desire to evade plain explanations; but this is to-day an 
exploded farce.

Revolution) as effectively as if it had been written to-day.
The Anarchists of Eastern Switzerland held a convention recently, 

in which there appears to have been exhibited a fixed determination to 
extend and intensify propaganda work, especially along the line of 
vigorous opposition to whatever smacks of reliance on the State. All 
indorsement of Dictatorship was denounced unsparingly. It is explained 
that the present high cost of travel, coupled with a terrible amount of 
unemployment, has made it impossible to hold a Congress embracing 
the whole of Switzerland.
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A CRY FROM A RUSSIAN PRISON.

US.

—On the night of April 26-26, 1021, nil the political 
Prison (Moscow), numbering about 400, were kidnappedI
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Further evidence of the ill-treatment of Anarchists and other 
political opponents by the Bolsheviks is furnished by the letter printed 
below, which reaches us from a thoroughly reliable source. It was sent 
to our comrades in Moscow, who have sent copies for publication in the 
Anarchist and Syndicalist press.
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Ryazan Concentration Camp of Forced Labour,
April 27th, 1921.

Dear Comrades,—We hasten to inform you that we are at present 
in the Ryazan Concentration Camp of Forced Labour. We were brought 
here yesterday, that is, April 26. There are here in all only ten of »us 
Anarchists—David Kogan, Kurbatoff, Liloff, Tarasiuk, Konstantin 
Feodoroff, BoudanofT, Khokhotva, Gavriloff, Pilipenko, and Fanya 
Baron. Besides these ten of us, they also brought here from the same 
Bootirka* nine members of the Right Social Revolutionists, and sixteen 
Menshiviki; in all, thirty-five persons. They took us from the Bootirka 
prison in the night of the 25-26th of April, between 3-5 in the 
morning. They took all the Socialists, over 300 persons. They took 
us by force. Many were beaten. We were taken in our night-clothes, 
though later on we were permitted to return, singly, for our things. 
The women were most of all maltreated. Some of them had their 
heads broken. The warders threw the women down the stairs, and 
some women were dragged out by their hair. I myself was so badly 
beaten that I still ache all over my body. Those offering resistance 
were beaten worst of all. Altogether, the prison that night was a 
veritable nightmare, a horror which I lack words to describe.

We were all divided into groups; the whereabouts of five whom 
they have taken are still unknown to us. We beg you to make imme
diate inquiry through the “ Political Red Cross ” or “ Black Cross ” 
(Anarchist Red Cross to aid imprisoned Anarchists). Let us know as 
soon as possible where and how the others are, and also inform them 
about us. We do not know yet if we shall remain here, or whether 
they intend to transfer us somewhere else.

Conditions of life here are terrible. The cells are unhealthy. No 
exorcise or airing permitted. Food is scarce and filthy. Everywhere 
awful dirt and bed-bugs and other parasites. We mean soon to declare 
a hunger-strike for better conditions.

We have just been told to get ready with our things. They are 
going to send us away; I do not know yet where to.

With fraternal greetings, I. V. Tarasiuk,
P.8.—Ryazan Prison, April 28th.—Last evening they transferrod 

us to the prison. We are in total isolation. It appears that, by order 
of the Extraordinary Commission, they are to keep us in strict isolation. 
The thirty-five of us are in one cell. It will be very, very hard to exist 
here, especially after the Bootirka regime. Let us know which comrades 
remained in the Bootirka or in other Moscow prisons. I beg of you to 
find out and inform mo where Tania Avrutzkaya is or to where she has 
been taken. Let her know about me, and transmit my greetings. 
Thus it’s all at an end. My best wishes, with comradely regards.

Ivan Tarasiuk. 
Ryazan Prison, 3rd Corridor, Cell 12.

• Translator's Note.—On the night of April 25-26, 1021, all the political 
prisoners in the Bootirka Prison (Moscow), numbering about 400, were kidnapped 
>y the secret police, beaten, and sent to various prisons in different parts of the 
country. Their whereabouts and the cause of their sudden and violent transfer 
could so far not be ascertained. This sub rosa letter is the first nows received 
from aDy of the prisonor-groups.

peasants, whose role since the Revolution has been that of 
hewers of wood and drawers of water to the town population. 
This is the great lesson to be learned from the Russian Revolu
tion—a Social Revolution can only be successful when there is a 
true spirit of co-operation between town workers and land 
workers. In this country, where we grow only about a quarter 
of the food we consume, it is of vital importance that the land 
workers should be sympathetic to a revolution, otherwise it 
would be starved out in a month.

The landlords will do their utmost to prevent co-operation 
between town and country, and proposals have already been put 
forward for linking up all agricultural organisations—farmers 
and labourers—in one federation, similar to the so-called Green 
International of the peasants in Europe. But the agricultural 
labourer is beginning to wake up and is much more inclined to 
kick now than before the war. It should be the task of our 
movement, therefore, to do what lies in its power to carry the 
propaganda into the country districts, whilst at the same time 
pointing out to the factory worker the impossibility of living a 
full and free life until the land has been freed from the grip of 
the landlords. When the workers have grasped this idea they 
will then begin to build a new and more humane society on a 
sound foundation.

“ The control of industry is a phrase that was much in 
evidence during the miners’ strike, and many Trade Unionists 
seem to be of the impression that such a thing is possible without 
first getting rid of Capitalism. The miners have flirted with 
the idea, and the railwaymen’s leaders led the members of their 
Unions to believe that a share in the control of the railways was 
a possibility of the near future. But these dreams have proved 
false, and the masters have not the slightest idea of giving up 
their old claim to “do what they like with their own.” When 
the metal-workers seized the factories in Italy, they were per
suaded to evacuate them by a promise from Giolitti, the Prime 
Minister, that a Bill would be brought into Parliament at once 
which would give the workers a share in the control of the 
factories. The workers of Italy are still waiting for that share. 
Of course, the whole thing was a trick, and Giolitti and the 

asters never meant to keep their promise.
The desire of the workers to control the industries in which 

they are employed is an expression of their desire to control 
their own lives and livelihood. But in this laudable idea they 
appear to us to be trying to build a house without first putting 
in the foundations, for how is it possible for the workers to 
control their own lives unless they have their feet planted firmly 
on Mother Earth, thus ensuring their food-supply? In all the 
schemes which are put forward nowadays as short cuts to the 
millennium not one of them starts with a foundation on the land. 
Some years ago Lloyd George made a name for himself by 
attacking landlordism, and he set most of the workers siDging 
the “ Land Song,” which told them that “ God gave the land to 
the people.” But to-day all that is forgotten ; Lloyd George has 

ade his peace—and pieces—with the landlords, and the workers 
now sing another 6ODg.

We shall never even begin to solve our social problems until 
we recognise the solid fact that they are all bound up with this 
question of the monopoly of land. The landlords bar the way 
everywhere, and exercise a powerful and subtle influence in our 
governmental institutions, as is shown by several happenings 
of recent years. When restrictions were imposed on the rents of 
houses, ground rents were untouched and soon rose by leaps and 
bounds, many landlords doubling their incomes by breaking up 
their estates and selling them during the boom period. When 
the Sankey Commission was sitting we heard much about land
lords’ royalties on coal and other minerals; but that question 
was mysteriously sidetracked, and was hardly mentioned during 
the coal strike. Even the £150 bonus on new houses helped to 
fill the landlords’ purse, because it enabled them to levy higher 
ground rents. One would think that the submarine warfare 
would have made the country realise the necessity of growing its 
own food, thereby becoming independent of overseas supplies; 
but again landlordism bars the way, and the area under cultiva
tion is less now than during the war. These facts show the 
great power wielded by the landlords, and to some extent 
explain why labour politicians and other office-seekers never 
tackle the land question in a radical manner.

Even the Socialists and Communists seldom mention the 
land question, owing to the fact that Marx, from whom they get 
most of their ideas, hardly touched the subject, but practically 
confined himself to the question of capitalist production and the 
factory system. In Russia the power of the Dictatorship is 
based on the factory worker, and the present disastrous famine 
in Russia, mainly due to the prolonged drought, has been 
accentuated by the attitude of the Government towards the
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private property of the governing machine; and that, as always and

hopeless had their position become that they systematically allowed

We may take courage from history to hope that generations will , I I JLU UUv vo vi - — - -- —- — - - a • *
boasts that he has secured for the Uuited States two invaluable naval

and their road to supreme power the Bolshevik rulers have been abso-slaves, as most mon are, and the flippant mistaking for freedom of

the foremost in bringing about the Revolution that swung Lenin into
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that older system which impoverished and depopulated empiies 
order that a despot or caste might have no least wish ungratined foi 
which the lives or hard-won treasure of others could suffice.—John
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Bolsheviks are copying.
Thirdly, in the extermination of those who stood between them

bases, 
you have not, and nobody has.

of Mexico under PorfirioDiaz is being repeated, for Diaz also climbed 
into power through a revolution, and the strategy he employed the

Many who do not call themselves Anarchists, and do not even know 
that they are Anarchists, to-day hold that belief. 1

" ar*

lately ruthless, and, as was inevitable, their chief victims have been the 
Anarchists, It is true, of course, that the Anarchists had been among

Students of the Russian Revolution find themselves well-nigh 
strangled by hireling liars who stick at nothing. The Money Power 
has lied unceasingly through all its myriad mouthpieces because, at one 
anxious moment, Russia’s masses seemed really likely to shake off its 
yoke. The new Tsardom lies because it means to retain its throne. 
The international brotherhood of politicians lies because it lives by 
fishing in troubled waters, and lies are its most killing bait. Finally, 
the great army of fanatics lies day and night, because fanatics consider 
lying on behalf of the party to which they have attached themselves a 
holy duty.

Is it not deplorable ? The first result is that the world’s disin
herited, unable to make head or tail of so confused a story, are losing 
interest in this great struggle and sinking once more into the apathy 
of death. The second result is that what should have been a clear 
lesson has become a mere swirl of noise, in which all sense of realities 
is lost. That can only mean one thing ultimately—reaction of the 
extremest type; intelligence conquered by brute force; the triumph of 
Imperialism, whatever name or disguise it may adopt.

As it appears to me—and I say it sincerely—we Anarchists are 
about the only people really anxious to get at the truth in this great 
matter. None could have been more eager for the success of the 
Revolution than we have been, because none understand better the 
ferocity of the reaction that, in the event of failure, must ensue. We 
are not in the pay of the Money Power, which habitually deports us or 
throws us into prison. We have no finger in the funds being squandered, 
very foolishly as I think, by the Bolsheviks on worthless papers and 
still more worthless agitators in this and other countries. In fact, the 
Lenin crowd, devout worshippers of the State fetich, hate us far more 
bitterly than they hate the great governmental Powers whose aid they 
?ce soliciting to-day, and with whom, if they survive the present crisis, 
they will be found hand in glove to-morrow.

Let no one forget for one single moment that the one fixed deter
mination of the Bolshevik Government is that it, as a Government, 
shall survive; that it shall not lose one shied of the garment of 
Authority in which it has clothed itself so sumptuously. To this it 
will sacrifice everything, and for this end it will victimise the inter
national proletariat quite as remorselessly as it has victimised its 
peasantry, fully nine-tenths of the inhabitants of its own country. It 
has been stripping those peasants to the bone, and if any one challenges 
that statement I refer him to L. Petrovsky’s article in the June number 
of the Communist Review, a publication subsidised lieavil£ by the 
Bolsheviks. There he will find a table of the amount of food hitherto 
extracted from the peasants by the Government, at the point of the 
bayonet, as compared with what it is now proposed to take by taxes. 
In the year 1920 21 Leuin's armed collectors wrung from the helpless 
peasantry fifteen thousand two hundred and twenty eight million 
pounds of corn alone, and the figures of other agricultural products are 
in proportion. It is now proposed to get by taxes, in the year 1921-22, 
the smaller amount of eight thousand six hundred and forty million 
pounds of corn ; and Mr. Petrovsky publishes these figures with pride, 
as illustrative of his Government’s generosity 1

To me as an Anarchist, and one therefore who detests all robbery 
of the masses by the few in power, such figures are appalling. They 
stir my deepest indignation, and I follow the course of eveuts in Russia 
with an interest no other subject can now arouse. I understand that 
a gigautic experiment in Marxian Socialism is now on trial; that the 
whole Marx-Socialist programme has been carried out with unflinching 
lo^ic; that the entire resources of a huge country have been made the 
private property of the governing machine; and that, as always and 
everywhere, the machine's one object is to run the people of Russia 
and not allow them to run themselves. How could such an experiment 
fail to interest me, or any genuine Anarchist ?

Out of the grim welter of lies certain grim aud undeniable facts, 
as it seems to me, emerge. First, nt this moment some twenty million 
Russian peasants are on the march, fleeing piteously from real starva
tion. The result of drought, you say. True, but their utter helpless
ness is owing to the fact that they wore not allowed to accumulate 
reserves, as is the natural instinct of the thrifty peasant. Indeed, so 
hopeless had their position become that they systematically allowed 
their land to go out of cultivation and confined themselves to raising 
only such produce as enabled them to live from hand to mouth.

Secondly, enormous concessions are being given to foreign capitalists 
and to the agents of foreign Governments. Mr. \ andei lip, for example.

Have you any idea as to the oxtent of those concessions ? No, 
, These deals are put through behiud 

the curtain of a secret diplomacy of the very basest type. The history

Morley.
Nothing is more disgusting than the crowing about liberty by 

Lmwtkq, Un Iiiyjav I11VU w, ...... ---Ij  — •
some paper preamble like a Declaration of Independence, or the 
statutory right to vote, by those who have never dared to act.— 
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After lying in gaol nine months, Malatesta and Armando Borghi 
were brought to trial at Milan last month, and—acquitted. The 
indictment, which contained originally more than seventy counts, had 
been reduced, at the last moment, to one simple charge of having 
violated the law. Meanwhile, of course, by this prolonged detention 
the Government had attained its main object; that is to say, at a time 
of much disturbance it had put two powerful agitators out of the way. 
Now that all danger of an immediate revolution apparently is past, 
general discouragement has set in, and they are released.

Malatesta made a short and simple speech, which seems to have 
had a profound effect. Touching briefly on his long and active past, he 
stated incidentally that while in prison he had celebrated the fifty-fifth 
anniversary of his first arrest. He described the innumerable difficulties 
that had beset his return to Italy, into which he finally was smuggled, 
and the triumphal reception with which he met. “ The Government,’’ 
he said, “ was non-existent, and the Revolution, though not a realised 
fact, was imminent.” Those who were obeying the law could have 
been counted more easily than those who were violating it, for all the 
prisons in the country could not have held the latter. In such circum
stances there had been no need for him to incite the masses, and 

although a revolutionist in both the philosophical and historical sense,
a populist and an insuriectionist,” his role at the time was that of 
attempting to so direct the movement that useless sacrifices might be 
avoided. “ I have always said to the proletariat,” he added, “ the 
Revolution is coming, and if the Government attacks you, defend your
selves. I protest against the charge of having incited class hatred.
The class struggle is a useful and necessary phenomenon, All who are 
seeking the good of the poor are adding to that struggle............We
Anarchists are not for dictatorship. On the contrary, we are opposed 
to it, because we wish that all men should work as brothers for the 
common welfare.”

At the next session Malatesta made a special declaration on the 
subject of the bomb explosion at the Diana Theatre, Milan, in which 
he protested against “the work of a madman” being attributed to 
Anarchists, as is the invariable habit of the police. In truth, if the 
authorities or an over-excited public had given the matter a moment’s 
honest thought the absurdity of such an accusation would have been 
self-evident. The entire Italian Anarchist movement was working 
eagerly for the prisoners’ release, and assuredly it was not at such a 
moment that it, or any member of it, would do the very thing most 
calculated to inflame public opinion and thereby damn their case.

What is to be said on all this question of violence is, in our opinion, 
precisely this: —

“You, you in power, who run the Juggernaut that crushes the 
masses remorselessly beneath its wheels, must expect these things! 
You must expect them because you yourselves habitually commit 
murder on the most gigantic scalo. You think nothing of slaughtering 
millions in wars waged for the maintenance or increase of your own 
power and wealth. You think nothing of starving other millions by 
those blockades you have adopted as one of the most efficacious meaus 
of waging war. These tactics you pursue unceasingly even in so-called 
times of peace, for the weapon by which you bring the workers beneath 
your heel is always Hunger. Thereby you produce a mass of misery 
no thought can measure and no peu or tongue describe—a mass of 
needless misery created solely by your own greed—aud from that mass 
of misery Avengers come. If they strike madly it is because you, 
reducing them to helplessness by your insatiable ambitions, have made 
thorn mad. If, working on a larger and more intelligent scale, they 
plan and foment Revolutions, it is because your gross and most unin
telligent selfishness has made the consummation of a real and completely 
successful Revolution, at this particular epoch, the First Necessity of. 
Individual and Social Life.”

This seems to us the lesson not only of the slaughter at the Diana 
Theatre, but also of the present situation in Italy and every where. I he 
world cannot go on with the inequalities now existent, and it should not 
if it could. It is sinking more and more deeply into the bog of slavery, 
and from that bog it has to extricate itself, at any cost, or perish.

Anarchists, to day bold that belief. Our own special 
task, as we see things, is to voice it boldly.
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Further evidence of the ill-treatment of Anarchists and other 
political opponents by the Bolsheviks is furnished by the letter printed 
below, which reaches us from a thoroughly reliable source. It was sent 
to our comrades in Moscow, who have sent copies for publication in the 
Anarchist and Syndicalist press.
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Ryazan Concentration Camp of Forced Labour,
April 27th, 1921.

Dear Comrades,—We hasten to inform you that we are at present 
in the Ryazan Concentration Camp of Forced Labour. We were brought 
here yesterday, that is, April 26. There are here in all only ten of »us 
Anarchists—David Kogan, Kurbatoff, Liloff, Tarasiuk, Konstantin 
Feodoroff, BoudanofT, Khokhotva, Gavriloff, Pilipenko, and Fanya 
Baron. Besides these ten of us, they also brought here from the same 
Bootirka* nine members of the Right Social Revolutionists, and sixteen 
Menshiviki; in all, thirty-five persons. They took us from the Bootirka 
prison in the night of the 25-26th of April, between 3-5 in the 
morning. They took all the Socialists, over 300 persons. They took 
us by force. Many were beaten. We were taken in our night-clothes, 
though later on we were permitted to return, singly, for our things. 
The women were most of all maltreated. Some of them had their 
heads broken. The warders threw the women down the stairs, and 
some women were dragged out by their hair. I myself was so badly 
beaten that I still ache all over my body. Those offering resistance 
were beaten worst of all. Altogether, the prison that night was a 
veritable nightmare, a horror which I lack words to describe.

We were all divided into groups; the whereabouts of five whom 
they have taken are still unknown to us. We beg you to make imme
diate inquiry through the “ Political Red Cross ” or “ Black Cross ” 
(Anarchist Red Cross to aid imprisoned Anarchists). Let us know as 
soon as possible where and how the others are, and also inform them 
about us. We do not know yet if we shall remain here, or whether 
they intend to transfer us somewhere else.

Conditions of life here are terrible. The cells are unhealthy. No 
exorcise or airing permitted. Food is scarce and filthy. Everywhere 
awful dirt and bed-bugs and other parasites. We mean soon to declare 
a hunger-strike for better conditions.

We have just been told to get ready with our things. They are 
going to send us away; I do not know yet where to.

With fraternal greetings, I. V. Tarasiuk,
P.8.—Ryazan Prison, April 28th.—Last evening they transferrod 

us to the prison. We are in total isolation. It appears that, by order 
of the Extraordinary Commission, they are to keep us in strict isolation. 
The thirty-five of us are in one cell. It will be very, very hard to exist 
here, especially after the Bootirka regime. Let us know which comrades 
remained in the Bootirka or in other Moscow prisons. I beg of you to 
find out and inform mo where Tania Avrutzkaya is or to where she has 
been taken. Let her know about me, and transmit my greetings. 
Thus it’s all at an end. My best wishes, with comradely regards.

Ivan Tarasiuk. 
Ryazan Prison, 3rd Corridor, Cell 12.

• Translator's Note.—On the night of April 25-26, 1021, all the political 
prisoners in the Bootirka Prison (Moscow), numbering about 400, were kidnapped 
>y the secret police, beaten, and sent to various prisons in different parts of the 
country. Their whereabouts and the cause of their sudden and violent transfer 
could so far not be ascertained. This sub rosa letter is the first nows received 
from aDy of the prisonor-groups.

peasants, whose role since the Revolution has been that of 
hewers of wood and drawers of water to the town population. 
This is the great lesson to be learned from the Russian Revolu
tion—a Social Revolution can only be successful when there is a 
true spirit of co-operation between town workers and land 
workers. In this country, where we grow only about a quarter 
of the food we consume, it is of vital importance that the land 
workers should be sympathetic to a revolution, otherwise it 
would be starved out in a month.

The landlords will do their utmost to prevent co-operation 
between town and country, and proposals have already been put 
forward for linking up all agricultural organisations—farmers 
and labourers—in one federation, similar to the so-called Green 
International of the peasants in Europe. But the agricultural 
labourer is beginning to wake up and is much more inclined to 
kick now than before the war. It should be the task of our 
movement, therefore, to do what lies in its power to carry the 
propaganda into the country districts, whilst at the same time 
pointing out to the factory worker the impossibility of living a 
full and free life until the land has been freed from the grip of 
the landlords. When the workers have grasped this idea they 
will then begin to build a new and more humane society on a 
sound foundation.

“ The control of industry is a phrase that was much in 
evidence during the miners’ strike, and many Trade Unionists 
seem to be of the impression that such a thing is possible without 
first getting rid of Capitalism. The miners have flirted with 
the idea, and the railwaymen’s leaders led the members of their 
Unions to believe that a share in the control of the railways was 
a possibility of the near future. But these dreams have proved 
false, and the masters have not the slightest idea of giving up 
their old claim to “do what they like with their own.” When 
the metal-workers seized the factories in Italy, they were per
suaded to evacuate them by a promise from Giolitti, the Prime 
Minister, that a Bill would be brought into Parliament at once 
which would give the workers a share in the control of the 
factories. The workers of Italy are still waiting for that share. 
Of course, the whole thing was a trick, and Giolitti and the 

asters never meant to keep their promise.
The desire of the workers to control the industries in which 

they are employed is an expression of their desire to control 
their own lives and livelihood. But in this laudable idea they 
appear to us to be trying to build a house without first putting 
in the foundations, for how is it possible for the workers to 
control their own lives unless they have their feet planted firmly 
on Mother Earth, thus ensuring their food-supply? In all the 
schemes which are put forward nowadays as short cuts to the 
millennium not one of them starts with a foundation on the land. 
Some years ago Lloyd George made a name for himself by 
attacking landlordism, and he set most of the workers siDging 
the “ Land Song,” which told them that “ God gave the land to 
the people.” But to-day all that is forgotten ; Lloyd George has 

ade his peace—and pieces—with the landlords, and the workers 
now sing another 6ODg.

We shall never even begin to solve our social problems until 
we recognise the solid fact that they are all bound up with this 
question of the monopoly of land. The landlords bar the way 
everywhere, and exercise a powerful and subtle influence in our 
governmental institutions, as is shown by several happenings 
of recent years. When restrictions were imposed on the rents of 
houses, ground rents were untouched and soon rose by leaps and 
bounds, many landlords doubling their incomes by breaking up 
their estates and selling them during the boom period. When 
the Sankey Commission was sitting we heard much about land
lords’ royalties on coal and other minerals; but that question 
was mysteriously sidetracked, and was hardly mentioned during 
the coal strike. Even the £150 bonus on new houses helped to 
fill the landlords’ purse, because it enabled them to levy higher 
ground rents. One would think that the submarine warfare 
would have made the country realise the necessity of growing its 
own food, thereby becoming independent of overseas supplies; 
but again landlordism bars the way, and the area under cultiva
tion is less now than during the war. These facts show the 
great power wielded by the landlords, and to some extent 
explain why labour politicians and other office-seekers never 
tackle the land question in a radical manner.

Even the Socialists and Communists seldom mention the 
land question, owing to the fact that Marx, from whom they get 
most of their ideas, hardly touched the subject, but practically 
confined himself to the question of capitalist production and the 
factory system. In Russia the power of the Dictatorship is 
based on the factory worker, and the present disastrous famine 
in Russia, mainly due to the prolonged drought, has been 
accentuated by the attitude of the Government towards the
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private property of the governing machine; and that, as always and

hopeless had their position become that they systematically allowed
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the foremost in bringing about the Revolution that swung Lenin into
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___  scientifically indefensible as 
that older system which impoverished and depopulated empiies 
order that a despot or caste might have no least wish ungratined foi 
which the lives or hard-won treasure of others could suffice.—John
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Bolsheviks are copying.
Thirdly, in the extermination of those who stood between them

bases, 
you have not, and nobody has.

of Mexico under PorfirioDiaz is being repeated, for Diaz also climbed 
into power through a revolution, and the strategy he employed the

Many who do not call themselves Anarchists, and do not even know 
that they are Anarchists, to-day hold that belief. 1

" ar*

lately ruthless, and, as was inevitable, their chief victims have been the 
Anarchists, It is true, of course, that the Anarchists had been among

Students of the Russian Revolution find themselves well-nigh 
strangled by hireling liars who stick at nothing. The Money Power 
has lied unceasingly through all its myriad mouthpieces because, at one 
anxious moment, Russia’s masses seemed really likely to shake off its 
yoke. The new Tsardom lies because it means to retain its throne. 
The international brotherhood of politicians lies because it lives by 
fishing in troubled waters, and lies are its most killing bait. Finally, 
the great army of fanatics lies day and night, because fanatics consider 
lying on behalf of the party to which they have attached themselves a 
holy duty.

Is it not deplorable ? The first result is that the world’s disin
herited, unable to make head or tail of so confused a story, are losing 
interest in this great struggle and sinking once more into the apathy 
of death. The second result is that what should have been a clear 
lesson has become a mere swirl of noise, in which all sense of realities 
is lost. That can only mean one thing ultimately—reaction of the 
extremest type; intelligence conquered by brute force; the triumph of 
Imperialism, whatever name or disguise it may adopt.

As it appears to me—and I say it sincerely—we Anarchists are 
about the only people really anxious to get at the truth in this great 
matter. None could have been more eager for the success of the 
Revolution than we have been, because none understand better the 
ferocity of the reaction that, in the event of failure, must ensue. We 
are not in the pay of the Money Power, which habitually deports us or 
throws us into prison. We have no finger in the funds being squandered, 
very foolishly as I think, by the Bolsheviks on worthless papers and 
still more worthless agitators in this and other countries. In fact, the 
Lenin crowd, devout worshippers of the State fetich, hate us far more 
bitterly than they hate the great governmental Powers whose aid they 
?ce soliciting to-day, and with whom, if they survive the present crisis, 
they will be found hand in glove to-morrow.

Let no one forget for one single moment that the one fixed deter
mination of the Bolshevik Government is that it, as a Government, 
shall survive; that it shall not lose one shied of the garment of 
Authority in which it has clothed itself so sumptuously. To this it 
will sacrifice everything, and for this end it will victimise the inter
national proletariat quite as remorselessly as it has victimised its 
peasantry, fully nine-tenths of the inhabitants of its own country. It 
has been stripping those peasants to the bone, and if any one challenges 
that statement I refer him to L. Petrovsky’s article in the June number 
of the Communist Review, a publication subsidised lieavil£ by the 
Bolsheviks. There he will find a table of the amount of food hitherto 
extracted from the peasants by the Government, at the point of the 
bayonet, as compared with what it is now proposed to take by taxes. 
In the year 1920 21 Leuin's armed collectors wrung from the helpless 
peasantry fifteen thousand two hundred and twenty eight million 
pounds of corn alone, and the figures of other agricultural products are 
in proportion. It is now proposed to get by taxes, in the year 1921-22, 
the smaller amount of eight thousand six hundred and forty million 
pounds of corn ; and Mr. Petrovsky publishes these figures with pride, 
as illustrative of his Government’s generosity 1

To me as an Anarchist, and one therefore who detests all robbery 
of the masses by the few in power, such figures are appalling. They 
stir my deepest indignation, and I follow the course of eveuts in Russia 
with an interest no other subject can now arouse. I understand that 
a gigautic experiment in Marxian Socialism is now on trial; that the 
whole Marx-Socialist programme has been carried out with unflinching 
lo^ic; that the entire resources of a huge country have been made the 
private property of the governing machine; and that, as always and 
everywhere, the machine's one object is to run the people of Russia 
and not allow them to run themselves. How could such an experiment 
fail to interest me, or any genuine Anarchist ?

Out of the grim welter of lies certain grim aud undeniable facts, 
as it seems to me, emerge. First, nt this moment some twenty million 
Russian peasants are on the march, fleeing piteously from real starva
tion. The result of drought, you say. True, but their utter helpless
ness is owing to the fact that they wore not allowed to accumulate 
reserves, as is the natural instinct of the thrifty peasant. Indeed, so 
hopeless had their position become that they systematically allowed 
their land to go out of cultivation and confined themselves to raising 
only such produce as enabled them to live from hand to mouth.

Secondly, enormous concessions are being given to foreign capitalists 
and to the agents of foreign Governments. Mr. \ andei lip, for example.

Have you any idea as to the oxtent of those concessions ? No, 
, These deals are put through behiud 

the curtain of a secret diplomacy of the very basest type. The history

Morley.
Nothing is more disgusting than the crowing about liberty by 

Lmwtkq, Un Iiiyjav I11VU w, ...... ---Ij  — •
some paper preamble like a Declaration of Independence, or the 
statutory right to vote, by those who have never dared to act.— 
fwaon.
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After lying in gaol nine months, Malatesta and Armando Borghi 
were brought to trial at Milan last month, and—acquitted. The 
indictment, which contained originally more than seventy counts, had 
been reduced, at the last moment, to one simple charge of having 
violated the law. Meanwhile, of course, by this prolonged detention 
the Government had attained its main object; that is to say, at a time 
of much disturbance it had put two powerful agitators out of the way. 
Now that all danger of an immediate revolution apparently is past, 
general discouragement has set in, and they are released.

Malatesta made a short and simple speech, which seems to have 
had a profound effect. Touching briefly on his long and active past, he 
stated incidentally that while in prison he had celebrated the fifty-fifth 
anniversary of his first arrest. He described the innumerable difficulties 
that had beset his return to Italy, into which he finally was smuggled, 
and the triumphal reception with which he met. “ The Government,’’ 
he said, “ was non-existent, and the Revolution, though not a realised 
fact, was imminent.” Those who were obeying the law could have 
been counted more easily than those who were violating it, for all the 
prisons in the country could not have held the latter. In such circum
stances there had been no need for him to incite the masses, and 

although a revolutionist in both the philosophical and historical sense,
a populist and an insuriectionist,” his role at the time was that of 
attempting to so direct the movement that useless sacrifices might be 
avoided. “ I have always said to the proletariat,” he added, “ the 
Revolution is coming, and if the Government attacks you, defend your
selves. I protest against the charge of having incited class hatred.
The class struggle is a useful and necessary phenomenon, All who are 
seeking the good of the poor are adding to that struggle............We
Anarchists are not for dictatorship. On the contrary, we are opposed 
to it, because we wish that all men should work as brothers for the 
common welfare.”

At the next session Malatesta made a special declaration on the 
subject of the bomb explosion at the Diana Theatre, Milan, in which 
he protested against “the work of a madman” being attributed to 
Anarchists, as is the invariable habit of the police. In truth, if the 
authorities or an over-excited public had given the matter a moment’s 
honest thought the absurdity of such an accusation would have been 
self-evident. The entire Italian Anarchist movement was working 
eagerly for the prisoners’ release, and assuredly it was not at such a 
moment that it, or any member of it, would do the very thing most 
calculated to inflame public opinion and thereby damn their case.

What is to be said on all this question of violence is, in our opinion, 
precisely this: —

“You, you in power, who run the Juggernaut that crushes the 
masses remorselessly beneath its wheels, must expect these things! 
You must expect them because you yourselves habitually commit 
murder on the most gigantic scalo. You think nothing of slaughtering 
millions in wars waged for the maintenance or increase of your own 
power and wealth. You think nothing of starving other millions by 
those blockades you have adopted as one of the most efficacious meaus 
of waging war. These tactics you pursue unceasingly even in so-called 
times of peace, for the weapon by which you bring the workers beneath 
your heel is always Hunger. Thereby you produce a mass of misery 
no thought can measure and no peu or tongue describe—a mass of 
needless misery created solely by your own greed—aud from that mass 
of misery Avengers come. If they strike madly it is because you, 
reducing them to helplessness by your insatiable ambitions, have made 
thorn mad. If, working on a larger and more intelligent scale, they 
plan and foment Revolutions, it is because your gross and most unin
telligent selfishness has made the consummation of a real and completely 
successful Revolution, at this particular epoch, the First Necessity of. 
Individual and Social Life.”

This seems to us the lesson not only of the slaughter at the Diana 
Theatre, but also of the present situation in Italy and every where. I he 
world cannot go on with the inequalities now existent, and it should not 
if it could. It is sinking more and more deeply into the bog of slavery, 
and from that bog it has to extricate itself, at any cost, or perish.

Anarchists, to day bold that belief. Our own special 
task, as we see things, is to voice it boldly.
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Foreign Trade Cut in Half.List month we commented on the tremendous falling off in 
our foreign trade, and the figures for August just published
show no signs of a revival. Last month’s exports were valued guarded.
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system to such an extent that it will be impossible to get food to 
many districts ere it is too late. The workers of all countries 
who allowed the blockade to exist should now insist on free 
relations being opened between Russia and the rest of the world. 
We do not wish to add to the number of funds now open for the 
receipt of subscriptions, but would urge all to contribute as 
freely as they can in the name of our common humanity. Russia 
has held out her hands to the world in vain during the past four 
years ; let her do so no longer.
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at £51.346,307, which compared with £114,903,335 for August 
last year show a decrease of £63,557,028.
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lordly deer roam the hills and glens where food has been and 
could be produced in abundance.
have extended the borders of the British Empire their masters 
enclosed their native land for deer forests.
the fool are in the ends of the earth.”

power, but sentiment cuts no figure in these movements. The man 
who is at the head of a great State counts as his greatest enemy the 
disbeliever in the State. Lenin aims at making the State the one great 
capitalist, and we for our part have always maintained that of all 
imaginable social structures this Imperial Socialism would be. and 
would prove itself speedily to be, the very worst. Therefore, to Lenin 
and his supporters we are the worst of foes.

There has come to our table, from U.S.A., a 70-page pamphlet 
entitled “ Anarchism and the World Revolution,” by Fred S. Graham 
(15c., published privately). It is an answer to Robert Minor, who has 
become conspicuous of late as a sudden convert to Bolshevism. The 
pamphlet develops at some length, and with much exact scholarship, 
the points I have endeavoured to express; and the author has no diffi
culty in demonstrating that if Mr. Minor spoke the truth when he 
came fresh from Russia, he has been lying most brazenly since his 
conversion. I recommend it to the student,* it being understood that 
the object of all study is to get as near as possible to truth.

It was after reading the pamphlet named that I started this article 
with some remarks on lies; but indeed I take the exposure of lies as 
being nineteen-twentieths of the Anarchist’s task. Always and every
where the liar is our greatest enemy. It is he who hamstrings advance 
by the mental confusion he brings into all counsels. It is he who puffs 
up the masses with false hopes, that they may fall subsequently with a 
more paralysing thud. It is he who makes a mere windbag of a cause 
that, resting on eternal verities, should be as solid as a rock. And the 
most pernicious form of lie is that fraudulent use of language whereby 
black, shaded away through many grades of colour, is made finally to 
look like white. W. C. O.
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We Want to Buy—
P. Kropotkin’s “Great French Revolution.”
Dr. Paul Eltzbachers’s “ Anarchism.”
Jean Grave’s “Moribund Society and Anarchy.”
P. J. Proudhon—Any in English, except “What is Property?” 
Freedom—Complete file from October, 1886, to December, 1890. 

Good prices will be paid for any of the above if in fair condition. 
When sending books, state price required. Address, Manager, 
Freedom Press.

We have received a splendid response this month to our appeal for 
assistance, our comrades at the Ferrer Colony, Stelton, N.J..having sent 
us the sum of £35 16s. 10J., the proceeds of a collection and a dinner and 
entertainment on behalf of Freedom. It is a great pleasure to know 
that our work is appreciated by our comrades on the other side of the 
Atlantic. We hope, however, that our comrades at home will not 
slacken their financial support, and would specially appeal to all who 
owe us money to settle up as soon as possible. The following sums 
have been received up to August 8 :—
Taken at Dinner, 
Ferrer Colony, 
Stelton, N.J. , 

Collected at the 
Ferrer Colony 
by H. Kelly ...

T. S. . 
M. G. .

landed class. Even the Labour Party fights shy of the land 
question. But there is no other solution. For generations we 
have sent manufactured goods abroad in exchange for food. 
Now that there is no demand for these goods, we must grow our 
food at home. t_" ’ ’
got to see it.

back in the feudal ages. A few men monopolise great areas in 
industrial districts, and with the wealth they steal from the 
working community they make pleasure grounds for themselves 
in other parts of the country. A writer in the Spectator some 
years ago said that this country was rapidly becoming a seaside 
resort for the rich folk of both hemispheres. Well, Scotland 
looks like becoming a mere deer forest for these rich folk. In 
a Government report just issued, Mr. James Scott in a minority 
report states that “ about one-fifth of the whole area of Scotland, 
or from 3,500,000 to 4,000,000 acres, are devoted exclusively to 
deer forests.” At least nine of these deer forests are over 
40,000 acreB each in extent, and another of them at one time 
covered 200,000 acres, stretching across Scotland from sea to sea. 
Besides these there are the great moors reserved for grouse, 
some of them within a few miles of the great and crowded city

Poplar Councillors’ Revolt.
In Freedom

victories of the Labour candidates at the municipal elections in other Church, 
the previous month, and of the hopes of drastic changes Labour
would make in ‘

This is now proved up to the hilt by the imprison
ment of the Poplar Councillors for refusing to levy rates to cover

It is impossible for the workers to 
women

in the seats of capitalist institutions. As soon as they refuse to

trade to get back to work again. We have previously emphasised of the law comes down on them and claps them into prison. But 
this collapse in foreign trade, as we wish to bring home to the the workers are still misled by the politicians who seek office, 
workers the fact that this is not a temporary depression but that Year after year the helplessness of Labour men in Parliament 
for a long time to come there will be no jobs for many thousands and on municipal bodies is made plain to all who can see further 
of them, and that if they wish to live \ _ * ‘ ‘
beings they must at once start thinking out the problem for fooled by those who exploit their foolishness. Perhaps the 
themselves. The Government will do nothing for them except lesson of Poplar will open their eyes at last and lead them to 
dole out a few shillings a week, most of which goes to the land
lord. 1 he 1 rade I nion leaders at the recent Congress had no
plans worthy of the subject, but simply demanded that the 
Government should do something; and now the Cabinet Com
mittee on Unemployment is passing the problem on to the local
authorities. Such temporary expedients as road-making are
useless, as only a comparatively few can be employed. There is
only one solution for these starving men, and that is for them to
get hold of some land and cultivate it, with assistance from their
fellows until their crops are harvested. That solution, however
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The Famine in Russia.
The horrors of war are now followed by the horrors of famine. 

Heartrending reports of the sufferings of the Russian peasants 
are appearing in the press of the world, and it is evident that 
nothing can save some millions of them from death by starvation.
Labour, Socialist, and Anarchist papers are publishing urgent 

. ■ j- i £ ~appeals to the workers of the world to give help to their Russian
is too ia tea or a Government which is still dominated by the brethren, an appeal in which we also join; but everything shows 

that the capitalists and the counter-revolutionaries are doing all 
in their power to exploit the famine'for their own damnable
ends. To them it is nothing that millions of their fellow-creatures 

. -  may die of starvation ; that typhus and plague will tread in the
I his is so simple that very few people can be footsteps of famine. Their only hope is that they may be able 

 to utilise Russia’s agony to overthrow the existing Government
and put in its place one which would be a more pliable tool of
Capitalism. The cruel blockade which prevented the imports-Land for Deer if not for Food.

When we come to study the land question we find ourselves ^on new stock for the railways crippled the transport

of Glasgow, whose citizens dure not put a foot on them for fear Imperial capitalists in London, 
of being prosecuted. And the wretched unemployed of the
great cities of the North tramp the streets for a job whilst the for

Empire (or Britain) First,” and the only other organised force 
Whilst these Scotch folk capable of opposing the schemes of the British Federationists is 

the Australian Labour Party. So he wants to sink all sectarian 
Verily “ the eyes of quarrels and join forces against London. The Roman Catholic 

Church in Australia may object to being ruled by an outside 
 power which resides in London, but it is itself ruled by Rome,

'fhe Australian Labour Party seeks power, and may find the 
Roman Catholic Church useful to that end; but the workers 

for December, 1919, writing of the striking have nothing to gain by supporting the Roman Catholic or any 
, The Churches have always supported slavery and 

exploitation in the past, and there is not the slightest hope of 
any change. Mr. Miles ought to know all this.

London or Rome?
In the Melbourne Socialist for May 20 last a correspondent 

(W. J. Miles) advocates a working agreement between the 
Australian Labour Party and the Roman Catholic Church, with 
the object of “ freeing Australian conditions from the grip of the 

” The writer, who states that he 
is an atheist, says that Roman Catholicism in Australia stands 

1 “ Australia First” against the pernicious doctrine of “The 
Empire (or Britain) First,

Mollie Steimer’s Courageous Stand.
If the four young Russians, Jacob Abrams Samuel Lipman, 

Hyman Lachowsky, and Mollie Steimer, can be deported to Russia, the 
United States Attorney-General states in a letter to Harry Weinberger, 
their attorney, “ I might be disposed to recommend a commutation of 
their sentences in order that they might be deported.”

Inasmuch as no one is admitted into Russia from America at the 
present time, Mr. Weinberger cabled to the Russian Soviet Government 
as follows: “Government will release Jacob Abrams, Samuel Lipman, 
Hyman Lachowsky, and Mollie Steimer, if Russia will cable me they 
will be admitted.” Up to the present time no reply has been received, 
but one is expected shortly.

These Russians were sentenced at the end of 1919 to twenty y
and fifteen years’ imprisonment for distributing leaflets protesting 
against United States’ military, intervention in Russia, though Judge 
Holmes and Judge Brandeis of the United States Supreme Court, in a 
dissenting opinion, said :—

“ In this case, sentences of twenty years’ imprisonment have been imposed 
for publishing two leaflets that I believe the defendants had as much right to 
publish as the Government had to publish the Constitution of the United 
States, now vainly invoked by them I regret that I cannot put into 
more impressive words my belief that in their conviction upon this indictment 
the defendants were deprived of their rights under the Constitution of the 
United States.”

In the last month of President Wilson’s term be commuted their 
sentences to two years and six months’ actual imprisonment, which does 
not expire for about one year more.

Warrants of deportation have been issued by the Department of 
Labour for these four Russians. Abrams and Lipman have given the 
additional assurance required by the Attorney-General; Lachowsky has 
refused, though he stated that he will not fight deportation. Mollie 
Steimer takes up the same attitude, and sent the following spirited 
letter to Mr. Weinberger:—

“My dear Mr. Weinberger,—In your letter of June 28th you state that 
there is a possibility of general amnesty, and ask what I wish to do if the 
Government proceeds with my deportation—would I choose Russia or some 
other country to be deported to ?

“You give the following reasons for your question : (1) The extremely bad 
material conditions in Russia; (2) People of my belief are daily jailed there. 

“On the whole, this letter shows that you are earnestly thinking of my 
well-being, and I fully appreciate the fine spirit in which it is written. 
However, this is my view on the matter:

“I do not give my consent to deportation, and therefore I will not choose 
any place to be deported to. The Government of the United States will send 
me out of here by force, and it will naturally send me to the land where I was 
born, which act I will not oppose, I will not avoid going to Russia because a 
severe persecution is carried on there against my comrades, the Anarchists. 
All Governments of all lands, regardless of the name they bear, are oppressive 
institutions. Anarchists who advocate their ideas are imprisoned in the 
French Republic, in the British Empire, in the German ‘Right Socialist’ 
Republic, as well as in the Russian ‘ Left Socialist ’ Republic. 

“I know that I have a hard struggle ahead of me; that I will have to face 
deprivation in Russia, and most likely I will be persecuted for my belief in 
Anarchism. But I also know that in order to further the cause I love so 
dearly, the cause of real freedom and happiness for all, I must be ready to 
suffer and sacrifice, and therefore I will not oppose my deportation to Russia. 
—Very sincerely, Mollie Stjcimek. ”

Mr. Weinberger has asked the Attorney-General to have the 
sentences commuted at once, so that our comrades can be kept at Ellis 
Island, where they can see their friends and idatives before being 
deported.

• We hope to have a few copies for sale shortly. Price, Is. 3d. post-free.
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this collapse in foreign trade, as we wish to briDg home to the

for a long time to come there will be no jobs for many thousands
a life worthy of human than the end of their nose, yet year after year the workers are

1 he Government, will do nothing for the

doomed to disappointment. Municipal bodies are tied down 
strictly by Acts of Parliament, and cannot build a new house or 
spend an extra pound on educating or feeding children unless 
permitted by legislation. The Ministry of Health and the Local 
Government Board have the power to smash any schemes which 
Labour may bring forward, unless capitalist interests are safe- 

This is now proved up to the hilt by the imprison- 1
'The greatest decrease their local expenditure.

for the month. Surely these figures are sufficient to show that
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